Abstract. This work aims at a better comprehension of the features of the solution surface of a dynamical system presenting a numerical procedure based on transient trajectories. For a given set of initial conditions an analysis is made, similar to that of a return map, looking for the new configuration of this set in the first Poincaré sections. The mentioned set of I.C. will result in a curve that can be fitted by a polynomial, i.e. an analytical expression that will be called initial function in the undamped case and transient function in the damped situation. Thus, it is possible to identify using analytical methods the main stable regions of the phase portrait without a long computational time, making easier a global comprehension of the nonlinear dynamics and the corresponding stability analysis of its solutions. This strategy allows foreseeing the dynamic behavior of the system close to the region of fundamental resonance, providing a better visualization of the structure of its phase portrait. The application chosen to present this methodology is a mechanical pendulum driven through a crankshaft that moves horizontally its suspension point.
Introduction
The analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems is generally done using the averaging method, numerical integration of the equations of motion and, in some cases the real experiment of the physical system is also accomplished. The obtained results are compared, deepening the understanding of the structure of the system. However, if one stretches the parameter domain of the differential equations, this will increase considerably the number of necessary numerical simulations, making a global comprehension of the solutions more difficult. Sometimes important nonlinear features may be neglected, during the procedure of simplification. The analysis of the respective linearized system leads to the identification of all bifurcational processes of the dynamical system, but it does not provide all features concerning other possible solutions. An important case is studied in Feudel and Grebogi [1] , where the control of a system in regions with multi-stability is analyzed. It is an example where the nonlinear characteristics attribute a great complexity to the system: the analysis of the correspondent linearized vector field is not sufficient to provide a clear understanding about all the occurrences. There is still a great need for new approaches, in order to save time and avoid mistakes in the calculation of the linearized fields. They should be capable to reveal and identify the dynamic properties of the system like detecting the main bifurcational features when a control parameter is varied, allowing an analysis of the geometry of solutions in the phase portrait. To fulfill that we need the precise identification of a set of solutions that determines the stable zones and, possibly, the understanding of the reasons for bifurcations and its effects. The numerical simulation of the differential equations still represents an easiest and most efficient way to study the global behavior of a dynamical system; nevertheless the efficiency of the numerical integrator must be carefully verified to provide reliable results, [2] . In this work a numerical procedure is presented, fitting polynomial functions over a set of points of the first n Poincaré sections. The first set may be given by initial conditions (IC) on a straight line; this line is distorted in following n generated maps, but a polynomial function of degree s and order n may be associated to each one: the set of these functions is capable to describe the nonlinear geometric characteristics of the phase portrait. These polynomials allow an analytical investigation of the stability of the system in the one-dimensional map through the analysis of the real coefficients. The value of n will start at 1 and, at 3 or 4 we will already have a good idea of the main nonlinear system dynamics. The order of the interpolated polynomial s must be at least = 9, to obtain a good stability analysis. These values are somewhat arbitrary and depend on the confidence of the analyst. Figures were drawn using till the tenth Poincaré section. The set of these functions shows the disposition of the solutions for a certain value of the control parameter. Thus, it is possible to identify the main stable regions of the phase portrait giving a fast insight in the phase portrait.
Mathematical Model
We use the Hamilton formulation in order to obtain a simpler mathematical model capable to describe the main nonlinear characteristics of a particular nonlinear system. The complete calculation of these equations for the particular example investigated in this paper is presented in [2] , where the mechanism is known as crank-pendulum system. It consists of a crank of length a turning at a constant angular speed w connected through a rod of length b to the horizontally moving suspension point of a pendulum of mass m and length l , where the a will indicate its angular motion. To prepare the equations for the nonlinear analysis we use the non-dimensional time t = wt and introduce 
In [2] it is shown that p a is also the angular momentum of the pendulum calculated at the suspension point: in engineering terms the problem is being solved in the momentum versus displacement space. When d = 0 these equations represent the forced non-dissipative Hamiltonian system. The numerical integration of the model (1)- (2) will allow the identification of the main regions of stability in the phase portrait, using the set of points in the first n Poincaré maps for the construction of what is called here the initial polynomial functions in the non-dissipative case (or the transient polynomial functions in the dissipative case when d ¹ 0), and to study the nonlinear characteristics of this system, [3] .
Numerical technique for the analysis of the stability
The main idea to study the topology of the phase portrait dwells in calculating a function that crosses the entire phase portrait passing nearby the main stable and unstable points describing all geometric proprieties. In order to find this fundamental function, we look at the first n Poincaré sections of the system t = mp (m odd), choose a set of IC and look at its evolution. 
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The numerical integration of the equations of motion for an IC ) 0 ( a , ) 0 ( P will result in two coordinates in the first Poincaré section (for t = p) called ) 1 ( a , ) 1 ( P . When using the whole set of IC the Poincaré section it results a function P(1) versus a(1). But we may also relate: a(1) versus a(0) and P(1) versus a(0) (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ), defining functions
. They characterize a curve in the plane that can be analyzed separately as a one-dimensional map. The set of IC was chosen as: p < a < p -) 0 ( and ) 0 ( P = 0 and the functions were fitted by a 9 th order polynomial. This procedure is repeated for n = 10 Poincaré sections in Fig. 3 giving a visual image of the behaviour of the system. All variations of the system in the center of the phase portrait indicating the classification of the bifurcational occurrences can also be done analytically with these functions. Therefore, using the first initial functions (or first transient functions for the dissipative case) it is possible to determine the stability of the system when a control parameter is varied, preserving all the nonlinear characteristics of the system since no simplifications on the equations of motion was done during the investigation. These functions also follow the insets of the unstable solutions making it possible to identify their position inside of the phase portrait. Thus, with this numerical procedure it is possible to identify the geometric structure of the phase portrait, including the position of the main solutions that belong to the axis P = 0 or are located close to it inside the phase portrait. However, in order to draw conclusions about other solutions in the phase portrait, it is enough to change properly the constant assumed value for the IC ) 0 ( P . Therefore, we can say that for a non-dissipative system the set of the initial functions shows how the phase portrait is "swept" for a given value of the control parameter, whereas for a dissipative system the set of the transient functions reveals the way of the trajectories converge towards the respective attractors. The transient functions are well suited to show the possible "convergence corridor" towards the stable regions of the phase portrait. This is important in order to determine and 
Modern Practice in Stress and Vibration Analysis identify stable regions that can be reached when a control technique is applied on the system for a given value of the control parameter, allowing a prevision in the dynamic behavior even in a domain of complexity of the system.
In Fig.3 it is possible to identify at P = 0 unstable solutions (in a,b at a = -3 and a = 2.6, in c,d at a = -3, in e,f at a = -3 and a = -0.3), resonant solutions (in a,b at a = -1.8 and a = 1.8, in c,d at a = -0.3), stable solutions (in a,b at a = 0.3, in e,f at a = -1.2 and a = 1.1). The main difficulty in this case is a clear identification of the unstable fixed points. Even so we may try to obtain it through the roots of the fitted polynomial P(1)(a(0)). The polynomial describing a(1)(a(0)) can be seen as a Poincaré's return map and the stability analysis may use a method similar to that of a cobweb [4] : since the fixed points appear when this function crosses or touches the 45° line (Fig.4) , we may start with an a(0) obtaining an a(1) and considering this a(1) in the next iteration as the new a 1 (0), we get a new a 1 (1), and so on. The cobweb will lead to one of the stable fixed points depending on the chosen IC. If we start at two IC that are very close and arrive at distinct fixed points, there is an unstable fixed point in-between these IC. On the other hand it is shown that the first derivative of the function near the fixed point m t = a'(1)(a(0)) will give the stability type at this point. If abs(m t ) < 1 stability is assured. The procedure "polyfit" from Matlab was used, but with a very high order polynomial to guarantee the precision during the iteration. 
Bifurcation analysis
All results in this paper were obtained by integration of Eq. (1)-(2) using the Runge-Kutta integrator of the SIMULINK, MATLABÔ. This algorithm was thoroughly tested and revealed to produce very reliable results for the integrated differential equations, [2] . The parameters of the equations for the numerical simulation, are defined as: 1 Î = 0.15; 2 Î = 0.20, g, which is the square of the ratio of the natural frequency of the pendulum to the disturbing frequency applied to the suspension point, is the chosen control parameter and, with its variation; the nonlinear occurrences of the system are depicted. Fig. 2(a,b) shows the different stages of the pendulum motion depending on the IC, for a given control parameter and considering no dissipation (d = 0). It is possible to identify stable islands and regions where the pendulum rotates, separated one from the other by a stochastic region. In this case the medium value of the Hamilton function is close to zero and no characteristic motion can be extracted. 
Unstable
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The "stochastic" solutions normally separate the other regions. The island located in the left of the phase portrait is originated by the inclusion of the horizontal forcing term in the equations of motion and its stability is of great importance for this system. The roots of the function )) 0 ( )( 1 ( a P , fitted by a 9 th order polynomial, provide the correct position of the solutions in the phase portrait. Using the initial function )) 0 ( )( 1 ( a a as defined in Fig. 2(c,d) like a return map, the stability of each one can be analyzed.To avoid discontinuities the polynomial was considered for the range For a complete description of the geometric structure of the phase portrait, a set of initial functions is calculated and analyzed in graphs ) ( ) ( n n P á . Fig. 3 shows how the here defined initial functions cross through the regions of the phase portrait, intersecting at a same point when there is stability and are delimited by the separatrix. This underlines the arrangement of the structure of the phase portrait where one will have a delimitation of the region of influence for a stable solution, represented by a global ((a,a¢)=(0,0)) or a local ((a,a¢)=(-2,0)) minimum of the respective solution surface, Fig. 3b . Thus, the interlacing of the curves occurs just in the center of the existing stable islands, whereas other crossings that may appear are due to the projection of the graph on a two-dimensional plane and, are not necessarily representing an intersection among the initial functions. It is also important to emphasize that these initial functions are superposed to unstable solutions of saddle type, accompanying its insets, making possible the determination of the position of this singular point inside the phase portrait. The set of the first initial functions for non-dissipative systems are capable to reveal the correct position of the main solutions in the phase portrait and, the analysis concerning its stability can be done using just the first among the initial functions, approached by a polynomial fit.
As a matter of fact, these initial functions identify the way these solutions interact in the phase portrait close to the fundamental resonance region, where the solutions are interconnected one to the other and where, if one loses stability, this can lead to the possible stabilization of another. This happens due to metamorphoses undergone by the surface that contains all solutions, when the variation near a critical value of a control parameter reveals its dynamical characteristics. The ability to reach secondary islands is determined by their order (distance) from the original solution (global minimum). However after the destruction of the original solution, the surface modifies its geometric structure to search a new stable island (resonant), increasing the stable features of the system. This "transition" among these solutions is determined by the variation of the control parameter, and includes the sequence: (a) destruction of the original solution inside the phase portrait; (b) reaching of regions with stochastic motions, (c) reaching of resonant islands with multiple periods, and (d) reaching of the resonant island representing a new solution of the system. In the dissipative case, this is summarized by the "jump" phenomenon in the frequency-response diagram [5] , where the attractor loses the stability in a critical point (saddle-node bifurcation) and reaches a resonant attractor with greater amplitude. In reality, this process shows a capacity of the proper system to reach "more stable" regions of the phase portrait, due to the destruction of the main solution inside the domain of fundamental resonance. However, the interchange of these regions is not immediate since the reaching of the stochastic region reflects a more complicate behavior. Further simulations that are not depicted here show that the secondary island loses its stability for another critical parameter at g = 0.28, through the action of a period-doubling bifurcation. In this stage, a process of triangularization of the borders of the island in the center of the phase portrait is beginning, where its size diminishes until reach a new bifurcation point altering drastically the dynamical characteristics of the system (See Fig. 3 and 4 in [6] ).
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All the bifurcational behavior described above can be summarized through the corresponding diagram (Fig. 5) , where the roots of the first initial function )) 0 ( )( 1 ( a P describe the whole phenomenon. We can identify: the destruction of the global minimum by the action of the center-saddle bifurcation for g » 1.29, where a stable and an unstable solution meet; and the stabilization of the resonant island and its consequent destruction in a period-doubling bifurcation when g » 0.28. As a matter of fact, the events related to the last case does not represent a complete cascade leading to chaos but a frontier for different motions of the system with a complicated dynamic. This last topic is carefully investigated in [2] .
Figure 5. Bifurcation Diagram
In the dissipative case, the features of the phase portrait are basically modified by the loss of symmetry of the solution concerning the axis P = 0, which creates an asymptotic convergence process towards stable solutions (attractors). In this case, the transient functions do not intersect at a same point (stable solution) in the phase portrait as we see in Fig. 6 , but their intersection reveals a small region surrounding the attractor, not indicating the exact position of the stable solutions. Nevertheless, the analysis of non-dissipative and the respective dissipative system indicates the main alterations due to the introduction of a small damping, helping the process of understanding the modifications in the solutions and identifying the possible "transitions" among them. This analysis shall help to formulate a control project for the dissipative system aiming to minimize the time of passage through the region with irregular motions, in a way that a fast reaching of another stable solution is possible. Controlling the motion corresponds to establish a law to change the parameter g, which in other terms means to find a path through the geometry of the surfaces we have considered up to now.
Conclusions
The complexity of the nonlinear analysis of a dynamical system is so big, that new techniques of investigation must be formulated in order to identify and study deeply the main features of the system. A simple idea using the first n Poincaré maps was formulated to comprehend the geometric structure of the phase portrait, without depending of the analysis of the corresponding linearized system, since in some domains of the control parameter there is not enough information available to foresee all the possible motions. The initial functions for the non-dissipative system (or transient functions for the dissipative system) reveal efficiency when used for a bifurcational analysis of a system, but its reliability is strictly connected with the efficiency of the algorithm of numerical integration. The bifurcational analysis of the crank-pendulum shows that these functions can reflect all nonlinear characteristics near its fundamental resonance. Also, the set of initial functions is sufficient to indicate the geometric structure of the phase portrait, because it describes the correct localization of the main dynamic solutions of the system and gives a vision about its dynamics, through the analysis of one or two-dimensional maps when a control parameter is varied. We can note that these functions are continuous in stable hyperbolic regions while close to unstable regions there may occur discontinuities. In view of difficulties in the global analysis of a nonlinear dynamical system, the initial functions provide an efficient and easy way of approaching the calculation of the solutions preserving the original characteristics of the differential equations without simplifications. This technique may be used to detect all nonlinear characteristics of a non-dissipative system.
